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Abstract - The goal of this work is to develop a promising low
cost vector network analyzer measurement system based on
reconfigurable Software Define Radio (SDR) using minimal
components and utilizing open source signal processing
framework, GNU Radio. This work was motivated by the
possibility to realize a low cost and a fast development cycle
time by eliminate the SoC system building. The traditional
method utilizing the GNU Radio relies on its GUIs only is not
flexible, rigid and unable to acquire the baseband data
immediately. A new methodology to perform data acquisition
from the GNU Radio software is developed to add more
flexibility on signal characteristic from SDRs. The developed
methodology comprises of Python scripts that are
automatically generated and open source packages from
GitHub Linux project. As a conclusion, the RF
characterization on the Device under Test (DUT) to determine
S-parameter of reflection coefficient can be measure quickly
on SDR platform.
Index Terms - Software Define Radio, Open-Source Software,
RF Network Characterization, S-parameters measurement

Introduction
Network analyzers are dedicated instruments that
have been developed to characterize Radio Frequency
(RF) devices as a function of frequency (Mubarak et al.,
2018; Marimuthu et al., 2016). In general, network
analysis creates data model of return loss, gain or
impedance characteristics of a linear network through
stimulus-response over the frequency range of interest.
These characteristics that are known as S-parameters can
be determined by measuring the phase and magnitude of
the RF waves. The measurement is a key component of
many engineering application especially microwave
frequency range which quantify data in terms of real and
imaginary terms. This key component can be used to
understand the construction of proposed vector network
analyzer based on hardware and commercial SDR.
Although many SDR platforms are specific for wireless
communications (Li & Huang, 2017; Dang et al., 2017;
Uengtrakul & Bunnjaweht, 2014), they can be used for RF
measurement as well and become the dominant
technology.
Today the SDR systems have been designed around
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) on larger SoC
system which required FPGA programming using

Hardware Description Language such as Verilog or
VHDL (Rigoni et al., 2018). Therefore time-to-market for
product development may delay because a researcher
requires a lot of learning involved in developing signal
processing functions on the FPGA hardware. For
example, the FPGA programmer may need to design a
quadrature signal modulator or a signal generator from
the design entry level using hardware description
language. However, in recent years, RF measurement
research has benefited from the development of the opensource GNU Radio software which enables nonhardware experts to build custom software radios that
can be used with a low-cost software-defined radio (SDR)
device. At the same time, the SDRs are not only low cost
but advantages in small size, portable and require small
power to operate.
In the following section, we start by reviewing the
targeted SDR hardware selection and the software
overview. All requirements for open source software are
described. Then the discussion is followed by the
drawback of GNU Radio software when representing the
response of RF signal in its GUI. A new technique on
replacing RF signal on GUI with a graph that can
represent RF signal characterization is described. On
these activities, we can make a conclusion on the SDR
performance from RF characterization response. We
continue this work by implementing the S-parameters
measurements using the SDR hardware and the GNU
Radio software without extensive studies in
programming. Standard calibration process is also
described and verified with a graphical view on the
magnitude and phase on the Smith chart. Then, a
comparison between the characteristic of the reflection
coefficient on a sample device under test (DUT) between
a commercial VNA and the proposed system will be
discussed.
The main contributions from this work can be
summarized as follows:
 The development of the SDR that is coupled with
SoC Zynq System without FPGA programming
skills or without building Soc system from the
scratch.
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The implementation of SDR based transceiver for
measuring scattering parameter (s-parameters)
using a fully open source environment, namely
VNA-SDR.
The measurement results on the reflection
coefficient from a sample DUT using the
developed system is accurately comparable with
commercial industrial VNA.

SDR Hardware and Software Overview
In this paper, we used a Xilinx Zynq System On-Chips
(SOC) based platform known as Zedboard carrier board,
coupled with an Analog Devices RF front end,
FMCOMMS2 daughter board as shown in Fig. 1. This
daughter board consists of AD9361, an integrated RF
agile transceivers chip which contains two receivers and
two transmitters available for RF signals path. The chip
operates between 70 MHz to 6 GHz frequency range, and
supports channel bandwidths from 200 kHz to 56 MHz
(Shi et al., 2015). The AD9361 is based on directconversion receiver architecture, therefore the proposed
measurement system is based on the homodyne principle
that only have a single local oscillator (LO). This LO
provides the stimulus signal and is also used to process
the response. Many literatures have explained the
internal block diagram of Zynq SoC (Xilink, 2018;
Moorthy & Kapre, 2015) and AD9361 (Zhao & Yao, 2016;
Harikrishnan et al., 2014).

defined radio and other functions with relatively simple
and inexpensive hardware peripherals. GNU Radio
provides a variety of displays for different signal domains
representation, such as time, frequency, number, and
constellation sink. All these functions and signal
presentation can work without hardware implementation
(Gandhiraj et al., 2012). However in this work, the
physical RF wave signals transmitted and received are
defined by the GNU Radio and are implemented on
FMCOMMS2 board. A python programming language as
a firmware was developed to perform user input
interface, post processing, import predefines packages
such as numpy, scipy and scikit-rf and finally to plot the
multiple graphs using matplotlib package. This firmware
reads both binary formats of real and imaginary data to
convert into touchstone file format as shown in Fig. 2. The
open source package dedicated for RF/Microware
engineering knows as scikif-rf (Arsenovic et al., 2013;
Arsenovic et al., 2018) used for network analysis and
calibration with no additional cost. This library provides
various data plot to display magnitude, phase, complex
plane, and smith chart.
In order for the open source software GNU Radio is
able to communicate to hardware boards, there are three
files must be downloaded and configured from Analog
Devices repositories, https://github.com/ analog
devices inc. The files are the libiio library files used for
interfacing with Linux Industrial Input/Output (IIO)
Subsystem. The Linux IIO subsystem is to provide
support for devices such as the analog to digital or the
digital to analog converters (ADCs, DACs), the Direct
Digital Synthesis (DDS), the Phase Locked Loops (PLLs)
and the RF transceivers. This library also acts as a server
for real-time data acquisition and has the control ability
on a remote computer or embedded form. Due to the high
data rate and the CPU usage during processing baseband
signals, the work focuses on computer-hosted form.
Another file required is gr-iio file used for IIO blocks in
GNU Radio, and libad9361-iio file used for IIO AD9361
library.

Fig. 1: ZedBoard is a Low-Cost Development Board for
the Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC and FMCOMMS2 is an FPGA
Mezzanine Card (FMC) Board for the AD9361, a Highly
Integrated RF Agile Transceiver
Signal acquisition is carried out in GNU Radio
Companion (GRC) as a software framework. GNU Radio
is a collection of clever signal processing modules that
allow general computers to perform real-time software

2

Fig. 2: Firmware Architecture
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In addition, the FMCOMMS2 board comes with the
FPGA software images, so we can focus on implementing
the functionality of the radios module on the remote
computer side. Software radios are built using the Python
programming language in GNU Radio, by connecting
signal processing components together into a flowgraph,
the inputs and the outputs of which are connected to the
SDR via a libiio driver interface.
Effective GNU Radio Data Acquisition
Specifically, the Fig. 3(a) shows a simplify graphical
representation of this sequence’s flowgraph in the GNU
Radio Companion (GRC), a GUI-based flowgraph editor
packaged with a GNU Radio. A GNU Radio flowgraph is
made up of the RF signal generation, the SDR blocks that
consist of transmitter-receiver, and the time sink blocks,
which are connected by the virtual wires that transmit the
baseband signals between them.
The RF signal generator passes the 5kHz stimulus
signal to the transmitter SDR block, FMCOMMS2 Sink
with the minimum sampling rate of 2.084 MS/s. The
FMCOMMS2 Sink block is physically interfaced to the
transmit channels of the FMCOMMS2 SDR. Then the
demodulated received signal comes back into the
flowgraph via the FMCOMMS2 Source block which
interfaces to the receive channels of the FMCOMMS2
SDR. The Time Sink block is added at end of the chain to
measure the magnitude of the receiving signal wave
when the flowgraph is executed as shown in Fig. 3(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: (a) A Simplify Version of Magnitude RF Signal
Measurement from GNU Radio Companion Blocks (b)
The Time Sink Graphical View of Receiving Wave on
Receiver Part of SDR.4
This example illustrates that GNU Radio flowgraphs
run continuously and are not recording data for any
analysis. Furthermore, this type of GUI of GNU Radio
lacks on the ability to perform sweep on any parameters,
which is crucial for network analyser. The measurement
system requires the frequency being swept through the
measurement band. Another drawback of this method is
that the user is unable to analyse and collect the
magnitude and phase of that signals directly from the
graph. Therefore, the characterization on this SDR as a
measurement system is limited.
To overcome this problem, a new method is developed
without using GUI on GNU Radio but utilizing multiple
open source python packages that is powerful in
numerical data computation and flexible on data plotting.
A improve version of magnitude measurement on GNR
Radio flowgraph is shown in Fig. 4 with added blocks.
The RF Signal generator, the transmitter and the receiver
is equipped with complex-valued data type. Then a
complex to real block and a complex to imaginary block
are added on the last chain and are stored using File Sink
block as DAT file format. All signals constructed in GNU
Radio are baseband signal and RF Signal from/ to
transceiver must be in the quadrature I and Q data
format. No GUI is selected in ‘generate’ option during the
execution of the flowgraph on GNU Radio, but this
option is replaced with the binary file format that will be
used by open source packages like numpy and scipy. The
fresh GNU Radio application is automatically generated,
namely top_block.py where this application can
generally create a gr_top_block, instantiate the blocks,
connect the blocks together, and then start the
gr_top_block. Then, this flowgraphs are configured by
adding additional library of open source packages as
shown in Fig. 5 such as numpy, scipy and matplotlib.
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Fig. 4: GRU Radio to Generate Baseband Signal and
Stored a Binary File Format
Fig. 6: GNU Radio Generates Python Template for
Instantiate Blocks and Calling Functions

Fig. 7: An User Application in the Main Function for Data
Extraction, Manipulate and Plotting a Graph
As a conclusion, a python programming is applied
mainly to extract the real and the imaginary data
produced by GNU Radio and to reuse in developing a
network analysis application in the following sections.

Fig. 5: Python file allows adding modules or packages
and can be reused efficiently
The next block is a class called the ‘top_block’, which
consist of all the instantiate and functions to add the
blocks and how to connect them. Variables or parameters
are defined to control sampling rate, gain, frequency,
local oscillator (LO) and amplitude of the signal
generators. Storage folders that contain the real and the
imaginary data are also define as shown in Fig. 6.
Finally, the user application can be added into the
main function that is available at the bottom of the python
script as shown in Fig. 7. In this work, an open source
python library, scipy is used to read and manipulate both
the real and the imaginary binary data for readable
magnitude value. Meanwhile matplolib is used as a
plotting library that produce quality figures in a variety
of hardcopy formats.

VNA-SDR System Architecture
This work aims to minimize a lot on the cost and
complexity of the measurement hardware. Furthermore,
the signal post-processing and the display tools are
applied by using scikit-rf open source at no additional
cost. In this section, we describe the proposed
measurement system and its critical components of
measuring S-parameters, which integrates an RF
component, some cables and the DUT. The selected DUT
is one port passive LTE dipole antenna. The topology
structure described in this paper is aimed for S11 only to
cover the scope of study.
The measurement system consists of a software part,
where the signal acquisitions or computations are
implemented, and a hardware part that is responsible for
the up and down conversion of the RF waveform. Block
diagram of the proposed measurement system is shown
in Fig. 8. It contains four main components:
• A remote computer used to do the data
acquisition, the error correction and to display
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•

•

various format analysis such as the magnitude
response, the phase and the Smith chart.
Two set of receivers and transmitters that are
used as reference channel and test channel
respectively.
Directional couplers set that separates the
reflected waves at the test channel and incident
waves at the reference channel.
A passive one-port RF component as the DUT.
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This S11 is a complex number consisting of a real and
an imaginary part. In order to calculate S11 in the signal
processing block, a complex divider block is developed in
GRC as shown in Fig. 9. The result of this operation, S11
real and S11 imaginary values will be stored into File Sink
block in terms of binary file format.

In
this
paper,
we
showed
a
simple
transmission/reflection (T/R) network analyzer test.
This test used one fixed source to port one to measure
forward S-parameters. This measurement system only
measures the forward direction, S11 and S21. However to
measure the reverse parameters like the S12 and the S22,
the DUT needs to be disconnected and physically
reversed and then the measurement will be repeated. In
this paper, only the S11 measurement is presented as a
basic test for the passive device.
Fig. 9: A complex divider block implementation.
An overview of the transceiver structure as exposed to the
GRC is depicted in Fig. 10. The FMCOMMS2 Sink block acts
as the transmitter, which generates a sine signal from the Signal
Source block and the FMCOMMS2 Source block deploys two
receivers RX1 and RX2.

Fig. 8: One-Port Transmission & Reflection Measurement
System Architecture
4.1 Complex Divider Implementation
As shown in Fig. 8, the signal generated is passed
through the directional couplers into the one-port DUT.
Then the signal from the DUT will reflect some fraction of
its reflection amplitude wave, b1, from the incident wave
amplitude, a1. The directional coupler 1 serves to separate
and measure the incident wave amplitude, a1 through
receiver RX1. Meanwhile the reflection wave amplitude,
b1 is fed into receiver RX2. The DUT input reflection
coefficient S11 can be calculated from these measured
wave amplitudes.
𝑏1

(1)

𝑆11 = 𝑎1

𝑆11▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝑗𝑆11▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝑏1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙+𝑗𝑏1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦

= 𝑎1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙+𝑗𝑎1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦

(2)

𝑆11▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
(𝑎1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)(𝑏1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)+(𝑎1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)(𝑏1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)
(𝑎1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)2 +(𝑎1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)2

(3)

𝑆11▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 =
(𝑎1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)(𝑏1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)−(𝑎1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)(𝑏1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)
(𝑎1▪𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)2 +(𝑎1▪𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦)2

(4)

Fig. 10: GRC View for Transceiver Blocks
4.2 S11 Measurement Topology
In general the signal source or the Continuous Wave
(CW) produces the incident signal used to stimulate the
DUT. Then the DUT responds by reflecting part of the
incident energy and transmitting the remaining part. By
sweeping the excitation frequency, the frequency
response of the DUT can be determined. A test set
consists of the directional element is required for
separating the incident wave on the DUT and the
reflected wave from the DUT. Fig. 11 shows the hardware
configuration on measuring S11 for one port DUT such as
antenna.
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Fig. 13: ‘Open’ Measurement Standard before and after
Calibration on Smith Chart
Fig. 11: S11 Hardware Topology of VNA-SDR
4.3 One-port Calibration using Short-Open-Load
Technique
In this section we present a basic calibration technique
using Short-Open-Load (SOL) set standard kit. This
VNA-SDR measures the phase and magnitude
relationship of incident and reflected waves with wellknown calibration standard attached to the reference
plane as shown in Fig. 12. In the SOL technique, the three
standards are measured to determine the one port model
error known as ‘Open’, ‘Short’ and ‘Load’ (Ridler &
Rumiantsev, 2008)..

Fig. 14: Phase after Calibration

Fig. 12: VNA-SDR with Known Calibration Standard
For simplification, only ‘Open’ standard measurement
is described in this section. Fig. 13 shows the
measurement of the ‘Open’ standard response on Smith
chart view. Without the calibration, the ‘Short’ describes
a spiral circle near the edge of Smith chart. After the
calibration is applied, the phase rotation has been
removed and the ‘Open’ shows up as point on the right
side of the Smith chart, with all frequencies being
measured falling on the same point as shown in Fig. 14.
Fig.15 shows how one-port calibration compensate initial
reflection coefficient from -6 dB to 0 dB after removing all
measurement errors.

Fig. 15: Improvement of Magnitude ‘Open’ Measurement
after Calibration
4.4 S11 for Passive DUT
The LTE Dipole Antenna from Pulse Series SPDA
24700/2700 is a DUT for the one-port test of this work.
Fig. 16 shows a high precision comparison of the
reflection coefficients between the VNA-SDR and the
Keysight E5071C measurements on a passive LTE Dipole
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Antenna in the fundamental frequency range up from 1
GHz to 3 GHz.
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Arsenovic et al. RF and Microwave Engineering Scikit
[Online]
Cited
2018-05-21.
Available
at:
https://github.com/scikit-rf/scikit-rf
Dang, T. M., Gonnot, T. and Saniie, J. (2017). End-to-end
wireless digital communication system of FPGA
based software defined radio. IEEE International
Conference on Electro Information Technology (EIT),
pp. 235-239.
Gandhiraj, R., Ram, R. and Soman, K.P (2012). Analog
and Digital Modulation Toolkit for Software Defined
Radio. Procedia Engineering, Volume 30, 2012, Pages
1155-1162.

Fig. 16: Comparison of S11 Measurement on a
commercial VNA Instrument and the VNA-SDR
5.

Conclusions
We presented a new approach for wideband
frequency
VNA-SDR
scattering-parameter
measurements S11 utilizing a software defined radio and
an open source signal processing software. This
technique also contributes on reducing the system
complexity and the component count, resulting in a
smaller test set at a lower cost, and less programming
skills required, which makes it attractive for small
measurement.
A number of experiments and verification has been
carried out on the LTE dipole antenna and the results
show a reliable performance as compared to a standard
calibration and reference specification by manufacturer
(Pulse Electronics, 2018). Finally we have demonstrated
the proposed measurement system that is inexpensive
and relatively simple to realize in an open source
environment. The proposed system utilizes a
reconfigurable hardware and a software to measure
reflection coefficient or S11 of a dipole antenna as the
selected DUT. This measurement system is also easily to
be deployed for forward coefficient S21 measurement on
two-port devices such as amplifiers, and filters.
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Abstract— This paper focuses attention towards the review of
various applications and approaches in the field on image
processing up to and including recent advancement of deep
learning using convolutional neural networks that can be
used as tools for tackling the obstacles of Car Make and Model
Recognition (CMMR) in real-world environment images.
Such algorithms for CMMR system are typically designed to
detect specific features in images that used to be formed by
feature engineering processes and are now being replaced
with deep learning. The review consists of three types of
algorithms. The first set explores the traditional methods that
use feature extraction to localise cars in various applications
and attempt to provide solution for recognizing car
characteristics with feature matching over whole images in
database. The next set under consideration was deep learning
since it demonstrated promising results due to automatic
feature engineering although still being an area under
consistent research and improvement over the past few years.
This paper refers to how the deep learning systems have
contributed towards successful CMMR and not a comparison
of deep learning architectures. The last section of this review
is focused in fine-grained classification with deep learning.
This is conducted especially considering the cars that are
generally built up of many different parts and identifying
them based on fine-grained parts from very recent researches
and whether it is a viable method for attaining better overall
classification accuracy score.

Index Terms— Machine learning, computer vision, deep
learning, convolutional neural network.

Introduction
Machine learning is a subset of computer vision which
is one of the computer world's fastest rising new
developments. There are several applications that might
be utilized for this concept such as self-driving cars,
learning robots or a medical system that diagnose
medical images. One application of machine learning and
computer vision is CMMR. Modern cars represent a new
age for mobility and means of primary transport for us on
day to day basis. With other surveillance aspects of urban
life taking leaps forward such as face recognition systems
at airports and other security related places, similarly car
identification is also considered as a step forward in
advanced surveillance systems. From perspective of
computer vision, car identification is considered as

hierarchical identification based on make, model and the
production year range for specific models in assembly.
With rapid consumer demand of new and unique cars
models, for each production year has leads to cars
manufacturing having very large quantities of varying
shapes and sizes. This altogether yields appearance
differences in unlimited poses that demand today’s car
recognition algorithms to be very robust in terms of
outside conditions, deformities and occlusions. In
modern design language, cars tend to have distinctive
properties such light styles, seats, configuration options
and whether its sports model or economy model, all of
which are recognizable from appearance. In comparison
to a human face recognition, the car classification and
recognition points at inferring that if the two cars belong
to same make and model rather than each person having
a unique face to identify, thus making this an interesting
as well as less researched challenge with the primary
focus on identifying model from a single image.
Till now, many methods have been proposed to read
vehicle features for CMMR. The question of multiple
theoretical stances on several methods has been discussed
in this article and examined that how the recent and
prominent researches have progressed. The three major
approaches were either to perform CMMR with state of
the art image classification algorithms by considering
human feature engineering with localisation, or direct
image recognition process with automatic feature
engineering on the whole image without localization
based on deep learning for detecting a known car in
image individually based on its classification and lastly
the fine-grained classification approach that combined
feature engineering, localization automatically of subparts and yet their challenges faced so far in the state of
the art.
Literature Review
2.1. Image Classification Algorithms for CMMR
Starting from the most famous classification
algorithms that are still used today as building blocks of
modern feature engineering tools, CMMR had been a
challenge for many to achieve and the review begins with
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the most basic CMMR approaches to realise the progress
that have been made today.

Figure 1: Feature Matching (Cheung and Chu, 2008)
Initially Cheung & Chu (2008) proposed the
methodology for CMMR is by defining interest points on
cars for matching features in two images using ScaleInvariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) algorithm.
Figure 1 shows two images being feature matched that
represented by red lines where the points of interest were
plotted on two images between test and training image
and then based on geometry, the points that were in same
location on the image, represented interest points on cars.
The points were called inliers and the models in dataset
matching to the most number of inliers that were same in
test image inliers represented the classified car match.
RANSAC model was used to determine symmetrical
points in images that ensured that the points of interest
belong to car. The disadvantage however, was that the
recognition worked at same angle as dataset only.
According to Chen et al., (2015), although SIFT
approach is a common feature extraction algorithm but it
can be slow for real-time and some vehicles also have
similar shapes even if manufactured by different
manufacturers thus leading to inaccuracies. Therefore, an
enhancement to Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
algorithm initially proposed by Bay, Tuytelaars & Gool
(2008) was introduced as Symmetrical-SURF. This helped
to form region of interest on the axis of highest symmetry
in image and detect vehicles comfortably in noisy
environments such as roads. A grid was formed within
the bounding box, this extracted the features based on
boxes inside grid and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier was used for feature classification. Each of the
grid within the bounding box was used independently to
represent certain features of the car which increased
accuracy. The grid helped in a manner that of one part of
car was hidden behind a person or another car, even then
the remaining grids contributed to feature extraction and
helped classifier in making identification of car. This
yielded 98.48% overall classification accuracy with 2864
training images and was tolerable for +-20 degree angles.
Similarly, Emami, Fathi & Raahemifar (2014) also
proposed CMMR from the back of the vehicle like
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Cheung & Chu (2008), but recently the trend had evolved
to determine the car location in image symmetry from
number plate rather than the entire car itself which was
not accurate always due to mechanical deformities in
some cases. The scale of car was predicted from number
plate once detected. Using Hue Saturation Value (HSV)
colour detection, the red colour was detected to represent
taillight. The Region of Interest (ROI) was defined by
taillights, badge and bumper. Location of number plate
with reference to taillights determined the class of vehicle
such as truck, car or van. The classification reduced
choices of dataset resulting in faster classification.
Features of taillights such as orientation, height/width
and equidistance were used with Sobel edges algorithm.
The k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) classifier was used and
performed 96.3% overall classification accuracy on 280
test images on multiple camera angles but suffered with
53.1% accuracy in night time.
Moreover, Yang (2013) proposed an adaptive Harris
corner detection and recognition method to identify car
makes and models based on the front of the car. In this
method, the number plate of car was considered as
reference point to detect symmetrical features in image
using Harris corner detection algorithm. This algorithm
detected differences in pixels that translated to corners or
edges of objects in given image. With an assumption that
car logo is placed directly above the car number plate so
the position of logo was estimated from refence of
number plate and the Adaptive-Harris corner algorithm
was developed to extract logo features which were to be
later classified with SVM. With adaptive method, the
threshold of Harris corner detection was increased or
decreased based on light conditions in image, since too
dark images would create low gradient pixels and cause
unwanted corner detections. System utilised Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) for faster speeds and was tested
on 1096 images consisting of 12 models moving at speeds
of 20km/h and the overall classification accuracy
determined was 99.5%. The limitation for this system was
that it can only determine make of the vehicle from logo.
Along with the different approaches commenced by
various researchers on CMMR, Deep Learning had
immensely improved accuracies due to GPU enabled
training with NVidia CUDA capabilities since 2012. Until
then the overall classification accuracies were ranging
70% on the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (ILSVRC) and with deep learning the
percentage increased. The following researches used
deep learning architectures.
Henceforth, when AlexNet was proposed by
Krizhevshy, Sutskever & Hinton (2012), it broke all
previous ILSVRC records which is basically an
international image classification competition held
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annually. Till now all researches mentioned required
manual feature engineering and definition which was
difficult on large datasets such as ImageNet dataset
which consists of 1.2 million images and 1000 classes
which has today become a default dataset to benchmark
and compare classification accuracies by many authors.
Deep Learning model possess capabilities of learning
features automatically instead of engineering manually.
The architecture consisted of 5 convolution layers and 3
fully connected layers. Novelty of this model consisted on
using Rectified Linearization Unit (ReLU) for the
activation of a neuron. Today all modern architectures
use ReLU activation. This allows max function activation
of neuron rather than non-linear activation which was
done exponentially earlier. This property allowed
neurons to fire activation even from small example
trainings. AlexNet used SoftMax classifier in its fully
connected layers. Each convolution layer consisted of
kernel filters that automatically activated when their
required features were detected in image and contributed
to weights of the network training. Upon testing phase,
the weights were used to find the learnt features in new
unseen image and then perform the classification with
fully connected layers that compared the detected
weights to its trained dataset weights then give
prediction. Model performed 15.3% top-5 error in
ILSVRC.
With this advancement, Yang et al., (2015) realised the
potential of deep learning and its application to CMMR.
It was stated that deep learning needs huge dataset of
images and the lack of huge training sets for deep
learning hindered success. So, Yang et al., (2015)
proposed a Large-Scale Car Dataset which was made to
be sufficient for fine-grained classification also. The
dataset when trained of deep learning architectures, was
found to provide CMMR capabilities to AlexNet and
similar networks with interesting findings. It was found
through conducted tests that models trained with specific
car parts and especially tail lights gave higher accuracies
rather than training cars overall for classifications and
during fine grained it was found that front and back-side
poses were the most reliable angles for training networks.
Verifications were made by visualizing neuron activation
in last fully connected layers of networks. Total of 44,481
images having 281 car models were used in testing
models like AlexNet GoogLeNet and Overfeat for
surveillance camera view. Front view was found to be
best suited for such camera since 98% accuracy in various
weather conditions was acheived.
Szegedy et al., (2015) proposed a new model with a
very deep architecture as target. The model was
constructed with a network-in-network approach. It was
designed to use maximum system resources and
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consisted of 22 layers as compared to 8 layers proposed
by Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Hinton (2012) but used ReLU
for activations. The norm was to increase number of
layers in deep architectures to increase accuracy by in
GoogLeNet, 1x1 convolution layers were added in each
network and reduce the dimensionality of the network
while increasing the width of network. The width of
network is the number of units at a level in architecture.
GoogLeNet saved computation by looking for low-level
cues first like colour or texture of object and then form
bounding box internally on the expected region with high
probability of containing trained object and then only
performing full convolution network to form ensemble of
predictions. This saved from unnecessary computations.
Model performed 6.7% top-5 error in ILSVRC and
showed that it could be trained to perform CMMR.
2.2. Multiple Object Detection in Image Classification
At this point it is was affirmative that Deep Learning
is capable of CMMR but since deep learning classifies an
image as a whole, detecting parts of image specifically in
scenarios such as detecting a car on city streets while
neural network training for the same car was trained with
background as country side roads. Although it is the
same car and it should recognize, but notice the
backgrounds are different. This caused the deep learning
algorithms to perform poorly. This revelation required
deep learning to recognize and learn only the car
specifically and not the background in image. For this,
segmentation algorithms were studied.
According to Erhan et al., (2013), Scalable Object
Detection using deep neural networks was proposed after
that it was observed that although deep learning had
achieved very good results on benchmark datasets such
as ImageNet but it still lacked the power to detect
multiple objects even if same two objects in a single frame
of image. This research proposed a method to
individually identify objects using neural network as well
but form bounding boxes on recognizable objects so that
individual confidence scores can be obtained.
“DeepMultiBox” algorithm was proposed that calculated
confidence scores individually of each category in image
for classification. Although it was not as accurate as
GoogLeNet but achieved results in metric of classification
as well as detection on ILSVRC-2012.
Similarly, Girshick et al., (2014) proposed Regionbased Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN). Figure 2
represented precisely how the concept of object detection
was implemented in computer vision where objects were
localised individually in an image and classified
independently. The methodology was set to generate
about 2000 proposals of regions in the input image using
CNN and extract fixed length feature vectors of each
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category. This approach is efficient in computation and
allows each category to have independent aspect ratio.
After the regions were proposed and fixed length vectors
were extracted, then each region was classified with SVM
specific to its own category. Object detection was
designed in three modules. Firstly, the category specific
regions proposals were generated and defined the
candidates to be used for detection. The method used to
propose regions of interest was “selective search”
algorithm that proposes regions in image for
segmentation based on appearance consistency. The next
module was CNN, which extracted feature vectors of
fixed lengths with respect to each proposed region. The
proposed region was wrapped in bounding box. The final
module classified the vector with specific to class linear
SVMs. An overlap threshold was used in case that the
object detected had been overlapped with something else
it would still be detected in the bounded region.

Figure 2: R-CNN (Girshick et al., 2014)
Furthermore, Ren et al., (2016) proposed Faster
Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (FR-CNN);
an enhanced model that took contributions such as RCNN to further improve the detection times while
improving accuracy. Although many models rely on
inexpensive methods to identify the object before
classification but even then, some models like Selective
search like used by Girshick et al., (2014), take
approximately 2 seconds on an image to detect the
objects. It was faster because it utilised the same layers for
both detection and classification as well. Proposals of
region were generated in sliding window method and
defined spatial positions of objects. Since the positions
were relative so it made the system scale invariant as well.
To calculate loss function, random spatial positions
known as anchors were used and make predictions on
detections. System scored 73.2% on COCO dataset for
image classification and 42.7% mean-Average Precision
(mAP) while it performed 76.1% (mAP) on PASCAL VOC
2007 (training sets from COCO +VOC 2007 + VOC 2012)
as a measure for detection score.
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Carrying on, Redmon et al., (2016) proposed a new
architecture called You Only Look Once (YOLO). The
purpose behind this system was to propose a more
unified architecture. This used a single convolutional
neural network and represented the bounding boxes as
well but by using the entire image altogether as a whole.
This was achieved by dividing the image into blocks and
access them using regression technique. The architecture
could use any of the CNN models like AlexNet or
GoogLeNet but the approach of application was novel in
YOLO that it enhanced the detection in terms of allowing
such networks to perform classification and detection as
well. This was made possible by novel method of regress
the image down to a 7x7 tensor. The output of the
network resulted in a tensor that had spatial bins defining
the spatial locations of each bin. Bins contained
information of class and bounding box corner
coordinates. This enabled many objects to be detected by
the network at the same time and in a much faster time.
A drawback was that since the network formed widow
being 7x7 so it was very small for certain applications and
lacked in detecting tiny objects or those that were too
close each other such as birds in flock due to spatial bins
approach. YOLO performed in real-time speed and
scored 63.4% Map in PASCAL dataset.
Also Zhou et al., (2016) addressed vehicle recognition
problems with a combination of multiple approaches
each targeted towards a certain short coming of deep
learning. Since deep learning itself is not capable of
detection within image so YOLO as proposed by [9] was
used for performing detection task where it identified
cars. The contribution here was that YOLO was modified
to increase its grid size from 7x7 to 11x11 with a
probability of only 1 class that was detecting cars in
general. It was observed that of classes were increased to
2 so YOLO accuracy decreased. This showed that YOLO
lacked classification capabilities. Although the system RCNN proposed by Girshick et al., (2014) had better
classification accuracy but YOLO has real-time speed
thus making it more practical. For the classification part,
architecture proposed by Krizhevsky, Sutskever &
Hinton (2012) was used to extract low level features like
Gabor filters and colours. The higher layers performed
classification related extraction. The network was
modified from second last layer onwards to get feature
vector and use SVM classifier for classification of vehicle
make and model. Testing on 987 images attained overall
accuracy of 93.3% in identification and 83.3% in
classification.
In a different method Wang et al., (2010) proposed
object detection in image using Spatial Pyramid Matching
(SPM) that detected spatial distance in between the
objects detected in image. Features were extracted with
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SIFT, then Locality-constrained Linear Coding (LLC) was
used as a kernel to determine the scarcity of features and
determine their spatial locations in image which was used
by SVM classifier to improve accuracy of traditional SIFT.
This resulted in mAP score of 59.3% in PASCAL VOC
2007. Followed by, Krause et al., (2016) then improved
upon SPM-LLC approach by representing the data in 3D
for cars unlike Wang et al., (2010) that only used 2D
representation in general cases. The 3D helped to capture
not only features but also shape of the car which
outperformed 2D representation. Method used was to
combine LLC with spatial pooling of Bubble Bank (BB)
alongside SPM pooling and extract fine grained details of
different car parts with help of deep learning. BB had
advantage that it combined hundreds of extracted
features together to represent sets of car parts which were
then classified.
2.3. Fine-Grained Classification
Convolutional neural networks so far had proved to
be successful in categorization but where there the
differences amongst sub-classes are concerned, there has
been very little research done on that.

Figure 3: Fine-Grained Classification (Krause et al., 2014)
As seen in Figure 3 that which further justifies fine
grained classification that although the two cars are
different but if considered using overall shape or figure
of the car then there are certain details that are overlooked
since the property of deep learning convolutional neural
networks is to generalise features. In case of car model
differentiation at a level of same make but different years
then the details are very much similar and have minor
difference for which fine grained classification was most
helpful and it was observed as Krause et al., (2014)
targeted deep learning work towards car make and
model recognition between similar models using finegrained detail and proposed Ensemble of Localized
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Learned Features (ELLF). The system was divided into
two parts where first feature learning was designed and
then part discovery. AlexNet was modified to account for
much smaller images than it was originally designed for.
The model was redesigned to 2 convolution layers and 3
fully connected layers. The smaller size was made to
avoid overfitting. The novelty in this research was that it
performed unsupervised learning for the network and
that meant that no human annotation was needed
manually the problem with good networks is that it need
large amounts of training data and data require humans
to label the data for providing ground truths. With this
research, the key parts of the car in image were
automatically recognized from low-level cues. The parts
were chosen based on highest Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) energies and taken randomly as
sample. Then the similar looking parts were scanned in
the entire training database. The part was defined by
finding the common geometric position of each part. This
required the entire dataset and testing image to have
similar pose. For example, if side mirrors are on side of
the car from front view then all those detected parts in
that particular location would be treated and labelled as
side mirrors. Repeating the procedure formed an
ensemble of localised features that were considered to be
fine grained parts of car for training. SVM was used
classify the detected parts. It was observed that
randomizing the parts detection yielded better results
and contributed to a more robust system. The average
classification accuracy was 73.9% on car-197 (Wang et al.,
2016) dataset.
Bay, Tuytelaars & Gool (2008) then stated that subcategories in an image can also be labelled in
unsupervised manner with a segmentation and
alignment directly. With this method, the parts were
generated with segmentation which caused the subject in
image to be focused and removed background.
Alignment over all the dataset was still necessary as with
earlier research (Krause et al., 2014). Alignment helped to
generalise the localization of parts and made patch
extraction more refined. Once all the parts were extracted
then k-means clustering algorithm was used to cluster all
the similar looking patches together. Since not all the
patches are useful to give discrimination such as tires in
all cars look similar or as in this research the bird’s dataset
was used to eyes are similar many species so the maxmargin template selection algorithm was used that
utilised alignment and pose. This was an important
aspect since it can increase or decrease effectiveness of
entire patch extraction process. This was much like a oneclass SVM in which the sparse weights of classifier were
chosen to train for only a positive class and no negative
class. This resulted in SVM decision values to be applied
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using cross-validation for each part and provide its class.
The parts were all individually trained as positive classes
and used with a modified joint configuration point scores
for normalising log-probabilities of each patch and
applied score globally with respect to other patches in the
given image thus enabling to tell if a patch had high
classifier score and was discriminative enough for a
specific class. The accuracy of the system was tested in
cars-197 dataset that resulted in 92.8% classification
accuracy of cars with only annotation of bounding box of
cars given during training.
Similarly, Wang et al., (2016) too stated that for cars,
the classification with deep learning suffered at
discriminating sub-categories in images. It was believed
that subtle differences lay in the localized areas of cars
that pointed the challenge to determine discriminative
regions in a class. The goal was similar to earlier research
that first find the discriminative regions and then find a
way to find most discriminative amongst the rest. The
methodology was to form patches of triplets per image
and let them define the property of features on three
different geometric position on the image. For that,
mining system was used on entire dataset to find
discriminative patches. The constraints such as geometric
and order were used to make triplets on every image. All
the cars were aligned similar in dataset and the
discriminative score was determined with ratio with inclass variations from each other as a whole. The highest
response of triplets was taken from mid-level responses
of image features of the patches. For classification, the
response of triplets per image was converted to a one
descriptor representation per image and then used with
SVM to classify. Testing on cars-197 got 92.5% accuracy
of classification.

2014
2013
2013
2012

Table 1: Comparison of Methodologies for image
classifications
Year
2015

Researcher
Yang et al.,

2015

Szegedy et al.,

Methodology
Large dataset for
fine-grained
classification
GoogLeNet
(Inception
Module)

Results
98% (281
models
tested)
6.67% top-5
error rate
ILSVRC
(2014)

Hsieh, Chen
& Cheng
Krizhevsky et
al.,

Tail light detection
with k-NN
Adaptive HARRIS
Corner Detection
SURF with SVM
AlexNet

96.3%
99% (12
Models)
98.4% (Small
Dataset)
15.3% top-5
error rate
ILSVRC
(2012)

Results in Table 1 showed that other than deep
learning the overall classification accuracies although
attained high scores such as 99% in [14] but it is also to be
considered that it consisted of testing on only 12 models.
Algorithms consisting of deep learning proved capable of
performing well on ILSVRC dataset with top-5 error rate
as standard metric of evaluation. It was understood that
overall comparison is not fair due to differences in
datasets used for testing but standard benchmark was
preferred and considered more challenging.
This leads to confirmation that deep learning
outperforms all other state of the art for image
classification but remained short on localization for
which it was combined with object detection algorithms
thereon to provide more real-life oriented applications
where objects such as cars are found in noisy
backgrounds. Then the question remained that which
algorithm performed best localization. Results
comparison is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of Methodologies for image
object detections
Year
2016

Results and Discussion
With careful review of existing systems, tables were
drawn to summarize their performances and how the
systems compete to each other. The tables below
summarize the results and compare system wise with
first comparison between standard image classification
followed by localization algorithms and lastly fine
grained classification systems.

Emami, Fathi
& Raahemifar
Yang et al.,

14

Researche
r
Redmon
et al.,

2016

Zhou et
al.,

2016

Ren et al.,

2013

Erhan et
al.,
Girshick
et al.,

2014

Method
ology
YOLO
with
VGG-16
architect
ure
Modifie
d YOLO
+
Modifie
d
AlexNet
Faster
R-CNN
with
VGG-16
architect
ure
DeepM
ultiBox
R-CNN

Test
Dataset
PASCAL
VOC 2007

Detection
Results
66.4% mAP
with Training
VOC ’07 +
VOC ‘12

Detection
987
Images

93.3%
Detection
Precision

PASCAL
VOC 2007

70.4% mAP
with Training
VOC ‘07 +
VOC ‘12

PASCAL
VOC 2007
ILSVRC
2013

29% mAP
29.7% mAP
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2010

Wang et
al.,

LLC
SIFT
with
SVM

PASCAL
VOC 2007

59.3% AP

Results viewed that over the years a trend towards
improvement was seen and standard metric of evaluation
was mAP. For fair comparisons, the configurations of all
the methods were kept as similar as possible amongst
which [9] and [10] proved to be most efficient and
performed highest on standard benchmark dataset
PASCAL VOC 2007. Although FR-CNN had higher mAP
but in real life YOLO had better frame rate 7 FPS vs 21
FPS respectfully which makes it more suitable for realtime applications.
Table 3: Comparison of Methodologies specific for FineGrain Approaches
Year

Research
er

Methodology

Test
Dataset

2016

Krause et
al.,

Car197

2016

Wang et
al.,

2014

Krause et
al.,

k-means and
1-class SVM
for refining
discrimination
Extract triplets
of patches
based on
geometric
constraints
after aligning
images
ELLF

Results
(Average
Classificati
on
Accuracy
92.8%

Car197

92.5%

Car197

73.9%

Only localizing and then applying classification was
still prone to confusion between similar looking objects so
the fine-grained classification helped in intra-class
classification. In Table 3, the results are measured as
overall classification accuracy score and shows
comparison of latest algorithms for CMMR in finegrained state of the art classification.
Conclusions
From the literature review conducted above it was
observed that with each new research, more
advancement has been made towards image recognition
tasks. It was observed that initially the trend for CMMR
was to localize the car in the image by using number
plates or car taillights as reference points and estimating
the car positions. Then image feature extraction was
engineered by hand defined filters which was not always
perfect and did not perform robust to multiple cars in an
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image. Then Deep Learning was rediscovered due to
GPU capabilities enhancing the training times that once
took weeks to train now took days only. With fast deep
learning capabilities, many new algorithms were
discovered such as AlexNet and GoogLeNet. Although
deep learning provided good image classification scores
but from reviews it was seen that when used standalone,
it suffered in multiple instances such as two or three cars
in an image but such architectures became building
blocks of modern systems and are still used today even in
the latest of researches so they hold vital and critical
contribution to the subject. Using those architectures, new
researches pointed towards image segmentation
algorithms that enabled cars to be detected with
bounding boxes in an image with the high accuracy of
deep learning.
Algorithms such as YOLO or R-CNN, performed
image detection and then classification of the detected
object altogether. This performed high classification
scores when then in the cutting-edge technology, the
CMMR had been taken to next extremes by using finegrained classifications that performed by pointing
discriminative parts of the image in an unsupervised
learning fashion. The latest work with fine-grained
classification, pointed critical parts of cars body that
helped to identify the car by its special characteristics. For
instance, comparing the highest scoring localization
method, R-CNN with fine grained method introduced by
Krause et al., (2016), that even if detection is slightly
inaccurate but fine grain still classifies correctly with
localization because R-CNN had to treat the entire object
to be detected in image as one bounding box hindering it
differentiate in fine detail of objects like car bumper lights
and shapes.
The only limitation in today’s technology is that it
requires pose normalisation that all the images of cars
should have similar pose and must be aligned because the
patch discrimination is performed based on geometric
constraints on image. In future researches, the limitation
of alignment and pose has to be considered and methods
of finding the most discriminative patches amongst all
patches detected in different car models have to be
researched without limiting the pose. For example, if
different poses are used and there are no geometric
constraints then the wheels of car in an individual image
might be considered as a distinctive feature of the car but
as a whole when applied to the entire dataset in
unsupervised learning, all the images would have wheels
and detected in all the cars and the patch would no longer
be discriminative as a whole since all the cars would have
it and that’s why geometric constraints and similar poses
are used in all the state of the arts. In future if such
challenges are tackled then CMMR can be performed
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with very high accuracy from almost any angle without
human manual annotation of fine grained training.
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Abstract— Healthy diet is one of the key components that the
university students must maintain for keeping themselves
active and sincere to their studies. Hence, a system automates
this process will be an excellent reward for them as university
students are always engaged to various activities. The
proposed online food ordering system developed with the aim
to reduce the reason for university students to pick up an
unhealthy eating habit and ease the process for university
students to order their meals. The inspiration of this proposed
system is to enhance a similar system such as, “UI Dining”
which is a mobile application that provides nutritional
information and the complete menu of the dining services
within the campus developed by the University of Illinois for
their students, and “Foodpanda Malaysia” which is a food
delivery service started with one goal in mind, which is to be
the most convenient food delivery service in Malaysia. The
developed system allows the students to order meal through
online mobile application, provides ingredient and
nutritional information of all menus, reduces reason for
students to skip a meal or eat something that is not nutritious,
and help them to avoid consuming ingredients that they are
allergic to.
Index Terms— Android application, food ordering system,
healthy eating habits, mobile application, university students,
web application.

Introduction
In this fast-developing era, most of the people are
slowly forced into a busy lifestyle where they rarely
willing to spend more time on eating healthily. This
especially applied to university students who often have
a busy schedule for assignments, presentations, exams,
club activities, and so on. Online food ordering system
appeases the needs of busy individuals like students who
place their order online and receive delivery within a few
minutes (Zulkarnain, 2015). The researcher discovered
this opportunity to replace the traditional offline food
ordering environment with an online environment as
researches have shown that online environment offers
more interactive and personalized marketing compared
to the traditional offline environment (Burke, 2002).
Busy students who did not maintain regular eating
practices will face negative effects such as weight loss,
weak immunity, craving for junk food, and most
importantly, impaired concentration during classes.

Based on a study done from a sample of 1719 Malaysian
adult, 51% of them agreed that they hardly able to eat
healthily due to lack of time and busy lifestyle (Sharkawi
et al., 2014). A similar result is found from another study
done from a sample of 35 university students, students
want to spend as little time as possible on preparing food
during exam period (Deliens et al., 2014). When students
studying in university, most of them will spend their
breakfast time, lunch time, or even dinner time on the
university campus. Therefore, the university dining
service plays an important role in student’s eating
behavior. This also means that during lunch hour
especially, the dining hall will be crowded with students
and lecturers. An observation study shows that due to a
long queue in the dining hall, some students switch to the
supermarket for instant noodles or other foods are
resulted in a study done in China (Tian et al., 2014). This
shows that a crowded dining hall will be a reason for
university students to eat something fast and convenient,
but not nutritious enough as a main meal. A support to
this statement is a study done with the gathered answer
to 115 questionnaires. Among 32 attributes that influence
the dining hall customer, time management is one of the
most influential attributes (Nadzirah et al., 2013). Which
means the students emphasized on the time taken for
them to order and get their food.
From all the facts shown above, it proves that
university
students nowadays
overlooked
the
importance of healthy eating habit due to their busy
lifestyle. This is a problem that we should not leave it
alone as it can result in serious consequences. As stated in
a study of long-lasting effects on under-nutrition, undernutrition can lead to the poor mental development and
education performance (Vinicius et al., 2011).
Based on the problems stated above, a dining system
needs to be developed to reduce the reason for students
to skip a meal and increase their awareness of food’s
nutrition. This system should allow students to order
their meal more efficiently and time-saving while also
keep track of their nutrition intake. This research intends
to propose a system that can aid the students to regain
their healthy eating habit and stay energetic for their
studies.
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Materials and Methods
To develop the online food ordering system, the
system needs to encompass 3 applications consisting the
following components:
Web Application for Restaurant Operator:
 Manage restaurant menu (view / add / edit /
delete)
 Manage order (view / update status)
 Manage promotion (view / add / edit / delete)
 Record reports such as daily sales report.
(Additional feature)
Android Application for University Student:
 View promotions published by the restaurants
 View restaurant details
 View available menu with ingredient and
nutritional information provided by each
available restaurant
 View and edit student account
 Make order
 Pay order cashless
 Search menu based on requirements
 View menu suggestion based on health
condition. (Additional feature)
 Top-up credits using online banking. (Additional
feature)
 Keep track of nutrition intake for the week.
(Additional feature)
 Remember food preference. (Additional feature)
Web Application for System Admin:
 Manage admin, restaurant, and student accounts
(view / add / edit / delete).
 Top-up university student’s account credits.
 Generate top-up receipt.
 Generate reports. (Additional feature)
The system has to be built considering the technical issues
explained below.
2.1 Choice of Programming Language
JSF is also known as Java Server Faces, a technology
which compiles a series of APIs for representing user
interface components and managing their state, events,
input validation, page navigation, and accessibility
(Oracle, 2018). JSF is designed to leverage existing
standard user interface and web-tier concepts flexibly
without restricted by a protocol, specific markup
language, or client device (Oracle, 2018). Flexibility aside,
ease-of-use is always the primary goal for JSF. JSF
architecture making it simple to communicate between
the presentation layer and application code while clearly
defines a separate line between application logic and
presentation layer (Oracle, 2018). JSF UI components are
enabled to render to various client devices as well as the
UI component classes included with JSF encapsulates the
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component functionality instead of the client-specific
presentation (Oracle, 2018). Other than that, JSF enhances
the design and maintainability of the application by
integrating Model-View-Controller (MVC) design
pattern into the architecture. JSF Java can be chosen as the
programming language to develop all 3 applications.
Minimal Java can be used to develop the android mobile
application for students, while majority of the system can
be developed using JSF Java. The reason Java can be
chosen due to the fact that Java is the most popular
programming language when it comes to Android
application development. Besides, Java is also the
primary official language for Android, which makes it
most supported from Google and Play Store (Adam,
2017). Due to the fact that Java is popular and widely
discussed, it makes Java easier to learn as there are tons
of Java resources on the web, in the libraries, and classes.
Therefore, JSF Java can be chosen as the programming
language so that the developer can maximize the
productivity and efficiency on developing the system.
Furthermore, JSF can be chosen because it allows
HTTP requests mapping to the component specific event
handler and manage them as a stateful object on the
server (Oracle, 2017). JSF technology enables the
developers to develop web applications that implement
the finest grained separation between presentation layer
and behavior logic that is usually offered by client-side UI
architectures (Oracle, 2017). Moreover, JSF is an UI
framework for building Java-based web applications with
rich user interfaces that can overcome the challenges such
as creating custom user interface components (Qusay,
2004). In consideration for the system users, JSF web
applications are built and run on a Java server and render
the UI back to client, which means that the web
application is lighter on the client-side (Qusay, 2004). The
last reason for choosing JSF is that JSF provides web
application lifecycle management by the help of
controller servlet, and a rich collection of component
model with component rendering and event handling
(Qusay, 2004).
2.2 Choice of Interactive Development Environment
(IDE)
When it comes to Android application development,
Android Studio can be the first IDE choice as it is
designed specifically for Android development to be
faster and simpler compare to other IDEs like Eclipse.
Besides, Android Studio provides a more stable
performance compared to other all-purpose IDEs as
Android Studio is developed specifically for Android
Java development which requires lower system needs in
comparison (Mehul, 2015). Other than that, the smart
auto completion implemented in Android Studio doesn’t
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just work with the first few letters of the methods, instead
it searches for any methods of fields which contains that
few letters. For example, when “viewby” is typed, auto
completion will suggest “findViewById” as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Android Studio code snippet
Furthermore, Android Studio implements an
Autosave feature which will automatically save all the
files by default after finishing typing. This secures the
developer’s effort in case of any accident such as
unexpected shut down before saving the progress.
In the case of web application development for the
proposed system, Netbeans can be used as the IDE.
Netbeans can be chosen as the IDE because it comes with
built-in SQL support which makes the development
related to the database a lot easier compare to others like
Eclipse (Azharuddin, 2012). Besides, Netbeans provides
numerous features that enable built-in support for JSF,
including versatile editor enhancements for Facelets
pages, JSF managed beans, Facelets templates and
composite components (Netbeans, 2018). Therefore,
developing the proposed system in Netbeans will boost
the productivity and save the unnecessary time and effort
for getting used to the IDE. In addition to that, the
developer can save the time and effort on setting up JSF
environment on the IDE as JSF is well supported by
Netbeans.
2.3 Choice of Database Management System
After investigating the features of different DBMSs,
MySQL can be chosen as the DBMS for this system. First
of all, MySQL can be chosen because it is open source and
fully supported by Netbeans IDE, which is the chosen
IDE for this system. Netbeans website even offers an
installation bundle which consists of the Netbeans IDE,
GlassFish Server and MySQL DBMS (Netbeans, 2008).
Although Java DB is fully supported by Netbeans and
Java is the programming language chosen for this system,
Java DB is not chosen as it will cause inconvenience for
the future development since it only supports Java
programming language. MySQL with a wide range of
supported programming languages provides more
options for future development. Furthermore, MySQL
provides self-healing replication clusters which improve
the scalability, performance, and availability of the
database (Oracle, 2018). Based on the DBMS popularity
ranking done by DB-Engines, MySQL ranked 2nd while
MsSQL ranked 3rd and Java DB ranked 57th (DB-
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Engines, 2018). This means that there are more resources
available online for MySQL compared to MsSQL and Java
DB.
2.4 Choice of Operating System
The operating system (OS) that can be chosen for this
system is Android for the mobile application and none
specific OS can be chosen for the web applications as web
application runs on web browser regardless of the type of
OS. Android can be chosen because Android is the most
popular and commonly used OS in the mobile industry.
This statement is supported by the Worldwide
Smartphone Sales to End Users by Operating System in
2016 which stated that 352 million out of 432 million
smartphones sold are Android operated (Gartner.com,
2017). Besides of its’ popularity, Android development
mainly uses Java, which is another popular and
commonly used programming language. Which means
developing Android mobile application using Java
programming language is easy to learn as there are plenty
of resources around the net. Furthermore, Android is a lot
easier and cheaper to publish the project and let it go live.
All it takes is to sign up and upload the APK with a onetime payment of 25$ and wait for several hours before it
goes public (Adam, 2016).
Based on the technical research, the developer can gain
more confidence in the choice of development tools and a
bigger picture on how to build the system architecture for
this system. This is an important research to be done as
choosing the right development environment will
maximize the developer’s productivity and efficiency in
the process of developing the proposed system. In
conclusion, the developer can use Java programming
language on Android Studio to develop the mobile
application for student-side while using JSF Java on
Netbeans to develop the web applications for the entire
proposed system with MySQL as the Database
Management System. The proposed system can be
developed operating on Android OS together with any
internet browsers on desktop or mobile devices.
2.5 System Development Methodology
The research on the system development
methodology suggests that Kanban can be selected as the
Software Development Methodology for this system. Due
to the fact that Kanban is designed for a team to work
with. Besides, instead of “customers”, this system refers
to the target user groups which consist of university
students, restaurant operator, and system admin to
collect requirements and feedback.
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Kanban is a framework that focused on visual effect to
implement Agile that identify what to construct, when to
construct and how much to construct. A Kanban board is
a significant tool to implement the Kanban development
method for system. Figure 2 demonstrates the simplest
board used in Kanban. These Kanban cards aid the
communicate status at a glance. In addition, using a
different color of cards can also be used to represent
different details. For example, Green cards could
represent designs, Blue cards could represent
functionalities. Besides, the amount of work-in-progress
will match the developer’s capacity and new works can
only be added when there is an empty space on the
Kanban board. This improves the flexibility,
transparency, and output of the development process
(Smartsheet.com, 2016). Figure 3 shows the general
overview of Kanban in a graphical manner.

Figure 2: Kanban board example (Smartsheet.com, 2016)
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The first stage of Kanban method includes identifying
Workflow where, the developer will first identify the
major processes in the system, such as requirements
gathering, data analysis, design, development, testing,
and deployment. Then, the developer can start gathering
information and requirements by conducting an
interview, and questionnaires to the target user groups.
After analyzing the findings and deciding the unit of
work, the developer then can look at the overall flow to
plan and describe the typical process steps according to
the priority (Paul, 2017).
The next stage is Visualizing Workflow, where the
Kanban board is constructed along with the value stream
map that arranges the tasks according to their priorities.
In the case of the proposed system, the Kanban board will
have several columns, which are Backlog, Coding-inprogress, Internal Testing, External Testing, and Done.
Backlog consists of tasks arranged according to their
version and their priority in the version, Coding-inprogress column consists of tasks that the developer is
currently developing, and Internal Testing column
consists of the tasks that are pending for Unit Testing and
Integration Testing by the developer. Next, External
Testing column consists of tasks that have passed the
internal testing and are pending to deliver to the
customer for User Acceptance Testing (UAT). Once, all
the task of a version is placed in the External Testing
column, the system will be delivered to the customer for
UAT. Lastly, Done column consists of tasks that have
passed the User Acceptance Testing. After the Kanban
board and its’ columns are constructed, Kanban cards
will be prepared to represent tasks on the Kanban board.
Every Kanban cards will have task details such as
description, priority, deadline, and completion criteria
(Paul, 2017). Different color of Kanban cards will be
prepared as well to represent different types of task.
Figure 4 shows the example of the Kanban board that can
be used for the system.
Backlog

Coding-inprogress (2)

Internal
Testing
(4)

External
Testing

Done

User Interface
Design
System
Structure

Functionalities

Figure 3: General overview of Kanban methodology
(Vikash, 2015)

Figure 4: Example Kanban board to be used for the
system
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The third stage is to Set Work-In-Progress (WIP)
Limits. Setting WIP limit for each stage or column in the
Kanban board will depend on the developer’s capacity
and capability. This will allow the developer to focus on
the current tasks and avoid too much of task switching
(Paul, 2017). In this case, the WIP limit for the Coding-inprogress column will be set as 2 to keep the developer
focused and to avoid over-multitasking, and the WIP
limit for the Testing column will be 4 due to several
functions can be tested together as integration testing.
The number of WIP limits are set this way to ensure that
the developer will be able to produce a quality product
and perform in-depth testing. The WIP limit will then be
written on the Kanban board as shown in the Figure 4 as
a reminder.
After all the setup, the system can finally move to the
execution stage with the Kanban board well prepared. In
this stage, the developer can start to fill up the Backlog
with Kanban cards based on their version and their
priority in the version, then the developer can pull tasks
into the Coding-in-progress column to start developing
the system. When the Coding-in-progress or Internal
Testing column reached the WIP limit, the developer can
stop pulling in a new task and focus on clearing the
congested column first (Paul, 2017). The flow of work
shown on the Kanban board will be monitored and
analyzed by the developer whenever a problem occurs.
Once the problem is identified, the developer can then
measure his effectiveness by tracking the workflow, the
cycle time for each task, then brainstorm for
improvements to increase the quality of work (Paul,
2017).
Lastly, whenever the tasks of an entire version are
placed in the External Testing column after Internal
Testing column, it will be sent to the target user groups
for UAT and review purposes. If there are some changes
required for the version, it will be recorded and placed on
top of the Backlog so that the changes can be done as soon
as possible. The cycle then keeps executing until all the
tasks are moved in to the done column after the target
user groups accepted them.

Figure 5: UI for System Admin Login Page
Upon successful login to the System Admin application,
Home Page will be displayed with a navigation bar on top
for users to navigate to their desired features which
consists ‘Manage Administrators’, ‘Manage Restaurant’,
and ‘Manage Customer’ option as indicated in Figure 6.
The system can generate the receipt of the latest top-up
transaction as indicated in Figure 7.

Figure 6: UI for System Admin List Restaurant Page

Results and Discussion
The objective of the system is achieved successfully
and the output of the system is conversed through the
following sections.
3.1 Screen for System Admin
Upon launching the System Admin application, Login
Page will be displayed as indicated in Figure 5. Users are
required to log in the system with valid credentials before
they can proceed any further.
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Figure 7: UI for Top Up Receipt
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3.2 Restaurant Operator Application
Upon successful login to the Restaurant Operator
application, Home Page will be displayed with a
navigation bar on top for users to navigate to their desired
features. Every Restaurant Operator account is bound to
manage one restaurant and the restaurant name,
description, and photo will be displayed on the Home
Page as indicated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: UI for Restaurant Home Page
The ‘Menu’ on the navigation bar and select ‘Food’, the
user will be navigated to this page showing the first tab.
This tab is used to add new food to the restaurant’s food
menu as shown in Figure 9. Under this tab, a Wizard form
is used to facilitate the food adding process with
validations applied.

Figure 10: UI for Customer Home Page
Upon clicking on the drawer icon placed in the top left
corner, the navigation drawer will be displayed showing
the navigation options available as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9: UI for Restaurant Add New Food Page

Figure 11: UI for Customer Navigation Drawer

3.3 Customer Application
Upon launching the Customer mobile application,
Home Page will be displayed with the promotions
published by all the restaurants. If there is a pending
order ready for pick up, “Your order is ready!” message
will be displayed as shown in Figure 10.

If ‘Restaurant’ is clicked in the navigation drawer,
users will be navigated to the Restaurant Page which
shows the list of restaurants on the campus as shown in
Figure 12.
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For testing the system, Unit Testing, User Acceptance
Testing, and Integration Testing are executed with
rewarding outcome. More than 200 test cases are tested
on this system and resulted in more than 200 ‘As expected
result’. In functionality wise, it is an excellent result.
However, there are a few concerns being pointed out by
the users during User Acceptance Testing. It is obvious
that there are a lot of space for improvement in terms of
the system UI as both System Admin and Restaurant
Operator have given negative feedback about it. Other
than that, useful suggestions are given by all three users
and those simple ones are implemented by the developer.
Whereas those suggestions that are too complicated can
be added into the system future enhancement plan by the
developer.

Figure 12: UI for Customer Restaurant Page
By clicking any restaurant in the Restaurant Page, the
user will be navigated to the Restaurant Details Page
showing the restaurant details and menu options.
However, if the restaurant is closed, the menu options
will not be rendered and a “Restaurant is CLOSED”
message will be displayed instead. If ‘Menu Suggestion’
is clicked in the navigation drawer, users will be
navigated to the Menu Suggestion Page in Figure 13
which shows the menu suggestion options based on
health condition. Upon clicking on the blue exclamation
mark icon, a dialog will be displayed showing the kind of
menu will the system suggest based on the selected health
condition.

Figure 13: UI for Customer Menu Suggestion Page

Conclusions
In conclusion, the proposed system has achieved the
objectives, which are allowing the students to order their
meal via online mobile application, and provide
ingredient and nutritional information of all the menus
for the students. This helps to reduce the reason for
students to skip a meal or eat something that is not
nutritious enough as a main meal and help them to avoid
consuming ingredients that they are allergic to.
Throughout the entire development process of this
system, the developer needs to enhance the programming
skills on Java JSF and the MVC framework which will
benefit the developer. Although this system has achieved
a commendable satisfactory level from the user, the
developer and users have discovered a few limitations in
this system that should be addressed in the near future.
From the aspect of System Admins, they can only
generate the receipt for the latest top up transaction
made. This limits the System Admin from keeping track
on the top-up transactions and generate a receipt for the
past top-up transactions. From the aspect of Customers,
the “Your order is ready!” notification can be seen in the
application’s Home Page. Besides, in the case where the
order consists of foods from multiple restaurants, the
notification will be triggered if all the restaurant has done
processing the foods in that order.
Based on the user’s feedbacks, one of the greatest
future enhancement for the system will be the reporting
feature. The system does facilitate their major operations;
however, the reporting and accounting operations are
still to be performed in the old way. By implemented
reporting features, the System Admins and Restaurant
Operators are able to generate reports automatically and
effortless. Report such as Top Up Transaction History will
be one of the reports the developer intended to develop
in the future as it helps the System Admins to keep track
on the past top-up transactions and generate a receipt for
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it. Other than that, an Activity Log will be included in the
future enhancement plan to allow the Super Admin to
monitor the activities done in the system by all the System
Admins. Monthly Sales Report and Best Seller Report will
be considered in the future enhancement plan as well as
it can help the Restaurant Operators to calculate their
revenue and make decisions on their menu. Furthermore,
the next major enhancement will be focused on the
Customer’s mobile application. Android Push
Notification will be implemented so that the customer
doesn’t need to keep checking on the application’s Home
Page or My Pending Orders Page. This will enhance the
system to achieve the objectives further. Moreover, a
stronger and more professional menu suggestion
algorithm will be implemented in the future so that the
menu suggested to the customers based on their health
condition will be more accurate and specific. Lastly, the
future enhancement that needs to be implemented in the
entire system is UI improvement as the current UI is just
around the satisfactory level. More attractive colors,
backgrounds, designs, and animations will be added to
the entire system in the future so that the users are not
simply using it, but they will look forward to using it.
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Abstract—Health data is generated on a daily basis
amidst privacy and security threats. Because patients
feel that their data is highly sensitive, they are not
willing to disclose much about their health status. This
is because of the privacy and security issues feared by
the patients. As a result, patient data collected is left
with a lot of missing values, outliers, noise and some
inconsistencies. Those who willingly provide their
sensitive data are left in suspense about the privacy and
security of this data wherever its used. These security
concerns are also a big threat to the medical institutions
from hindering medical research to huge financial
losses. This review focuses on the challenges and
approaches to these security and privacy issues.
Prevailing medical practices used in addressing these
issues have also been discussed.
Key Words- Electronic Health Records, Medical Data,
Privacy, Security.

1.0 Introduction
Data is known to be a vital asset for any organization
for the insights derived from it (Sahi, Lai, & Li, 2016) .
Different institutions generate data and make great use of
this data. Health institutions as well gather data from
their clients amidst many security and privacy
challenges. As a result, a lot of data is left out by patients
when approached for their health data. Such patients fear
to have their health status privacy invaded. Security and
privacy issues have always worried patients due to fear
of stigma issues in their societies (Vayena, Salathé,
Madoff, & Brownstein, 2015). Security and privacy issues
have been accelerated by rapid technological
developments in the health sector such as Electronic
Health Records (EHRs) and other forms of digitization in
information systems.
Due to these security and privacy threats, it has always
necessitated organizations to employ robust and versatile
data controls (Ehsan Rana, Kubbo, & Jayabalan, 2017).
Information governance, data governance and data
management have been given special attention to exercise

maximum control and authority over the management
and use of health data. This is aimed at restoring trust in
clients about the safety, security and privacy of their data.
Information governance refers to the management of
organizational information through set procedures and
policies. Data governance is all about exercising authority
over the management and use of data as an
organizational asset (Hall, 2017). Data management is
concerned with acquiring, validating, storing, protecting
and processing data to reveal useful information from it
(Bärenfänger, Otto, & Gizanis, 2015). Having perfect
control over data promotes its proper usage in medical
research.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
The next section looks at related works with emphasis on
security and privacy of patient data. It is then followed by
data governance and management practices and methods
used
to
exercise
control
of
medical
data.
Recommendations follow up after which conclusions are
made.
2.0 Related works
In health institutions such as cancer hospitals, it is a
very vital practice to keep record of whatever transpires
during the institution’s operations as they try to improve
the health of patients (Ehsan Rana et al., 2017). As a result,
a lot of patient data is always recorded. Such data turns
out to be very invaluable when modern data analytical
technologies are used, from getting actionable insights
out of this data to as far as incredible medical innovations
like
personalized
medication
(Panahiazar,
Taslimitehrani, Jadhav, & Pathak, 2014). As this data
accumulates in the data warehouses, it has prompted
practitioners to adopt cheaper means for easy, timely
storage and access to this data (Sahi et al., 2016).
Recent technological trends such as cloud computing
have made collection of this data easier and more
efficient, to the extent of enabling real time data collection
and analytics. This has been implemented through the
use of EHRs and Electronic Medical Records (EMRs)
(Jayabalan and O ’daniel, 2017; ISO, 2013). Moura and
Serrão (2015) identified that because such data tends to be
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unstructured and from various technological sources, the
privacy and security of this data tends to be at stake.
However, it was made clear in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights by United Nations (1948)
that every human being has a right to personal security
and privacy. This was stated in the third and twelfth
articles of the declaration respectively, thus giving every
person an inherent right to live securely and without
being vulnerable to their personal privacy invasion. It is
therefore very important that as patient data availability
is maximized, personal privacy that comes with this
health data should as well be maximized. Jayabalan and
O ’daniel (2017) added that since health data involves
sensitive issues such as disease severity and past health
status, it calls for maximum efforts to ensure privacy of
this data. Filkins et al. (2016) also emphasized that the
security of this health data should be ensured until it
reaches the intended destination.
2.1 Security and Privacy
This section seeks to give a clear distinction between
security and privacy. Privacy is the right for a person to
have their personal secrets undisclosed (HIPAA, 2015).
Nass and Levit, L. A. Gostin (2009) added that privacy
varies from person to person, implying that what is
regarded as highly private by one person may not be
regarded the same by another person. Security refers to
the measures and mechanisms put in place to ensure that
privacy is observed (HIPAA, 2017). Khan, Sayed and
Hoque (2016) added that security is concerned with
protecting medical data from unintended access such as
intruders, malwares and frauds. The authors also
elaborated further on privacy saying its existence starts in
any arrangement where personally identifiable and
sensitive information of any form is collected and kept.
Miller School of Medicine (2009) asserted that security is
basically obtained through operational and technical
controls to unauthorized access to patient data.
2.2 Medical Data
Khan, Sayed and Hoque (2016) described medical data
as that which is collected for use in the process of medical
diagnosis. However, in many occasions this data is
collected to facilitate medical research (Nass & Levit, L.
A. Gostin, 2009). Health institutions deal with data in
both structured and unstructured formats. This data also
comes in very large volumes. The reason behind varying
formats is due to the proliferation of technology leading
to new and advanced means of data collection (Jayabalan
& O ’daniel, 2017). The authors also identified advanced
means such as sensors and smart wearable devices
responsible for the rapid inflow of health data. Global
networking technologies such as the Internet of Things
(IoT) and Cloud computing are the primary drivers for
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the unprecedented data amounts (Sahi, Lai and Li, 2016;
Bertino, 2016). In fact, Ehsan Rana, Kubbo and Jayabalan
(2017) acknowledge the affordability of cloud computing
describing it as a cost effective way of data collection. This
ultimately justifies the high rate of its adoption. Hospital
Information Systems (HIS) have also been introduced
purposely to boost the potential of data accessibility to
both patients and medical workers (Mehraeen,
Ayatollahi, & Ahmadi, 2016).
Medical data ranges from Personal Health Records
(PHRs), EHRs and EMRs. PHRs are health data owned
and managed by the patient himself (Sahi et al., 2016). The
authors added that good ones of this kind contain precise
information about the patient’s historical data which can
be provided to anyone authorized to access it. EHRs as
confirmed by the same authors refer to a repository where
information regarding a particular medical subject is
kept. Liu et al. (2018) asserted that in EHRs, data is loaded
onto a cloud system from which doctors and nurses can
get access to it. Ehsan Rana, Kubbo and Jayabalan (2017)
acknowledged that EHRs are very instrumental in
helping medical practitioners to deliver fast and better
health services. EMRs refer to the electronic version of
paper records that health workers use during medical
service provision.
2.3 Why Security and Privacy
The sensitivity that comes with medical data, given the
fact that it is concerned with a person’s health status
should not be overlooked (Mehraeen et al., 2016). When
patients choose to be served by a certain health
institution, they deserve to receive back this trust by these
institutions remaining trustworthy in securing their
health data. Liu et al. (2018) added that confidentiality is
one thing that patients are very much concerned about.
Ehsan Rana, Kubbo and Jayabalan (2017) confirmed that
over 75% of patients are always not contented with how
their health data is shared with other health institutions
involved in the provision of medical services to them.
Confidentiality in this case refers to the obligations to
those who collect and use medical data to ensure its
security and privacy (Nass & Levit, L. A. Gostin, 2009).
Van Staa et al. (2016) also identified that patients are
always not sure about who uses their data. They only
come to appreciate this by the information drawn from
this data. HealthIT.gov (2013)also added that ensuring
privacy and security builds trust, confidence and
customer loyalty in patients. It therefore facilitates
research because patients are willing to disclose their
health data once they are guaranteed about its security
and privacy (Nass & Levit, L. A. Gostin, 2009).
Furthermore, the authors asserted that breach of security
and privacy commitments can cause irreparable harm to
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individuals thus inflicting fear, esteem issues and loss of
dignity. Such individuals can even shy away from public
events and other social activities due to stigma issues.
2.4 Risks and Implications
Violating privacy and security requirements amounts
to certain risks born to the health institution. Sometimes
data violations and breaches can cause serious problems
to the health institution leading to serious setbacks. Some
of the highlighted risks that health institutions are
exposed to in case of privacy and security problems are
described below:
Data loss: Security attacks into health data can result into
loss of data to these hackers or natural disasters. This data
may not be recovered at all or recovered at high costs.
Criminal Penalties: Health institutions or individual
medical workers exposing someone’s privacy risk
criminal penalties due to denial of patients from their
inherent privacy rights (HealthIT.gov, 2013).
Civil Penalties: Health institutions risk civil actions from
civil rights activists upon violations of the HIPAA rules
(HealthIT.gov, 2013; Abouelmehdi, Beni-Hessane and
Khaloufi, 2018).
Loss of Trust: Trust is built over a long period of time.
However, once this trust is lost from a health institution’s
clients, it will take them another considerable while to
rebuild it.
3.0 Approaches to Security and Privacy
Various approaches have been developed to protect
the privacy and this is through effective security
measures (Nass & Levit, L. A. Gostin, 2009). The authors
also noted that an effective privacy protection attempt
should have an effective security system. Sahi, Lai and Li
(2016) identified cryptography as a widely accepted
versatile approach to enforcing data security and privacy
in cases where third parties are involved. Khan, Sayed
and Hoque (2016) also added authentication and data
masking on top of encryption. Filkins et al. (2016) also
acknowledged these three methods but observed that of
them is considered perfect. The authors advised that
critical and thorough evaluation is the only way to make
them good enough as well as a well-thought-out
implementation process.
3.1 Authentication
This approach has long been used in enforcing
security of data. It is a form of user verification which
only responds to the user needs upon satisfaction. The
traditional method is the use of passwords and
usernames to verify the legitimacy of the user (Jayabalan
and O ’daniel, 2017; Filkins et al., 2016). This is known as
Single Factor Authentication and the simplest as well as
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inexpensive to implement. The authors however noted its
vulnerability to easy cracks and phishing attacks
especially to users who set weak passwords. In 2012,
hackers are known to have exploited weak password of
an administrator system (Filkins et al., 2016). As a result,
780,000 records of Medicaid patient data were breached.
The authors also called for the need to employ Multi
Factor Authentication which combines two or more
authentication elements such as smart cards, biometrics
and security tokens. A Three Factor authentication
system can offer greater security through combination of
three different authentication elements(Jayabalan & O
’daniel, 2017). Such a strong authentication is however
difficult to implement even though it is a more efficient
security and privacy measure.
3.2 Data Masking
This approach is intended to hide the true identity of
individuals whose information is included in health data
thus preserving their privacy (Tucker et al., 2016).
Abouelmehdi, Beni-Hessane and Khaloufi (2018) added
that data masking de-identifies datasets by hiding one’s
unique identifiers such as names and social security
number. It also uses generalization of quasi identifiers
such as birth date and zip codes. Tucker et al., (2016)
identified some examples of how data masking has been
implemented:
 Diversity models have been developed to purposely
transform data in ways that ensure that specific
individuals cannot be identified within public
databases. These provide a guarantee of a prespecified level of anonymity based on nonuniqueness of records within the transformed data.
 Data reduction techniques such as generalization of
the data can also be used to transform data. In this
case, values are grouped into categories thereby
masking of data since specific values or whole
records are eliminated from the dataset.
 Data perturbation techniques can also be applied,
which add random noise to the true values.
 Use of aggregate results, such as area level census
data.
 Use of results from data analysis such as data mining
through applications which hide certain data
attributes rather than direct exposure to data.
3.3 Encryption
Abouelmehdi, Beni-Hessane and Khaloufi (2018)
described this method as an efficient method of
protecting sensitive data. It ensures data protection
throughout the life cycle of data from the start to the end
point. The authors asserted that providers of this method
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should ensure that it has an efficient functional scheme
which can simply be used by both patients and health
workers. Several encryption algorithms have been
developed such as RSA, Rijndael, AES, DES, 3DES, RC4
and RC6 (Abouelmehdi et al., 2018). The authors however
added that selection of the appropriate algorithm to use
is still a challenge.
3.4 Access control
With this method, authorized users can enter the
information system upon authentication but still have to
go through an access control system (Abouelmehdi et al.,
2018). The authors further elaborated that the access
control policy usually assesses the privileges and rights of
practitioners to information which is authorized by
patients or trusted third parties. Jayabalan and O ’daniel
(2017) asserted that access control is a trusted mechanism
in ensuring confidentiality and integrity of both data and
resources since only authorized persons are granted
access to information. The authors also identified the
vitality of access controls in observing patient consent in
information flows. In this case, patient consent should be
incorporated in access control policies thus giving
patients authority to regulate access to practitioners
especially under normal situations.
3.5 Regulations about health privacy and security
Different international regulatory bodies have put up
regulations to maintain the privacy and security of
patient data. As a result the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) privacy and security
rules were established to ensure that health institutions
abide by these set policies (Harsh, Patil, & Seshadri, 2015).
The Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP)
procedures were also established to preserve patient
privacy in the course of publishing the results of medical
research. PPDP recommends different measures to
ensure confidentiality when patients’ (Zaman & Obimbo,
2014) data are published such as anonymous publishing.
4.0 Challenges to privacy and security of medical data
Recently, challenges in health data privacy and
security began to surface and hence attention has been
given to them (Ehsan Rana, Kubbo and Jayabalan, 2017;
Jayabalan and O’daniel, 2017). Both authors also
identified that these challenges have long been in
existence in financial institutions until recently that they
also crossed to the health sector due to the high sensitivity
of the data dealt with. Khan, Sayed and Hoque (2016)
identified that the major challenge to medical data
security and privacy is data sharing among practitioners
while protecting personally identifiable information.
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There are two major backups to the challenges
encountered by hospitals as they pursue to ensure data
security and privacy. These are: Collaboration and
technological advancements. For instance, in many cases
patients are referred to other hospitals probably for better
medical services. The referral hospital may be a partner
to the referring hospital or not. In both cases maximum
cooperation is required in terms of patient data provision
to facilitate faster response to the health problem at hand.
Such cooperation presents a challenge because patient
information is to be shared which exposes it to privacy
and security issues especially at the receiving end.
Sometimes governments also need health information
to conduct health research. In such a situation,
cooperation is required from health institutions in terms
of patient data which further presents these challenges
(Nass & Levit, L. A. Gostin, 2009). Technology on the
other hand presents these challenges through two ways:
The first is about data hackers who use sophisticated
technological tools to gain access to this data. The other is
through the EHRs and other HIS that embrace cloud
computing. Since these systems gained approval from
many health practitioners (Ehsan Rana et al., 2017),
information is exposed to various users in the network
thus increasing the risk of privacy and security issues.
Having the major drivers to these challenges in mind,
it now brings us to the actual challenges. Medical
cooperation is driven by the motive to save lives in the
shortest affordable time. It is during execution of this
objective that formidable challenges of data breaches and
confidentiality issues show up. Confidentiality being
centered on trust and obligation, it remains a tricky
challenge since patients need to trust health institutions
who in turn are obliged to respect this trust.
4.1 Data breaches
These are simply data leakages during medical
information flow and sharing. Because HIS have widely
been adopted, many doctors and nurses get access to this
data. Data leakages then become imminent in cases where
weak authentication measures are used. Jayabalan and O
’daniel (2017) added that such measures include weak
passwords by doctors who do not want to stress up with
long (and most probably stronger) passwords due to the
frequency of need to access medical data. These weak
authentication measures make the HIS vulnerable to
opportunists. Data hackers are also always on the lookout
for such loop holes (Moura & Serrão, 2015). However, in
many cases the strength of the password may not hinder
them to hack into these systems because of
technologically advanced tools at their disposal.
It should also be noted that there is a strong financial
motive behind the actions of these hackers (Ehsan Rana,
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Kubbo and Jayabalan, 2017; Khan, Sayed and Hoque,
2016). The authors further highlighted that over 89% of
the data breaches are driven by financial motives which
is reportedly 10 times financially valued than financial
data in the black market. With such a driving force, data
security and privacy is exposed to big risks which
challenge health institutions to avoid the worst cases that
can erupt from data breaches. Formidably, Sahi, Lai and
Li (2016) asserted that the possibility for data breaches to
occur is real and that they can happen either intentionally
or accidentally. This is more especially with the use of
cloud computing in data sharing.
5.0 Recommendations
Health
institutions
should
observe
some
precautionary measures to avoid the worst out of a data
security and privacy scenario.
Data back up: This method is used to create a separate
version of the same data in order to recover data in case
of data loss. This method responds to certain extreme
situations such as natural disasters of earth quakes, floods
and volcanos (HealthIT.gov, 2013). It also restores health
data in case of data breaches. Health institutions should
therefore back up their data to avoid total shut down of
the HIS in case of any unprecedented scenario (Khan et
al., 2016).
Extra care: Medical practitioners should be careful when
sharing health information in order to minimize possible
security and privacy violations. Khan, Sayed and Hoque
(2016) added that workers should always sign out from
systems to avoid giving room to any opportunist looking
out for such a loop hole.
Routine checks: HIS should always be checked to spot
out any likely system failures, hacks and other likely data
security and privacy issues in advance (Khan et al., 2016).
It should always be remembered that prevention is better
than cure.
6.0 Conclusions
Health data such as the case for cancer patients is
highly sensitive and deserves maximum security and
privacy maintenance. Health institutions should
therefore devote their best to avoid such embarrassing
privacy and security incidences. Since HIS systems and
other EHRs systems remain preferred in this technology
era, it is highly advisable that data back-ups, routine
checks and extra care be highly observed by these
institutions in a bid to minimize the effects of an
inevitable scenario.
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Abstract - The main aim of this project is to develop an object
sorting machine that can sort transparent, translucent and
opaque objects under differential light conditions. In this
project, a prototype was built to demonstrate the proposed
system. The functionality of the proposed project was
assessed by the detection of different types of objects, under
differential light conditions, the sorting of objects per its
category and finally by the counting number of detected
objects in each category. It is observed, that the project could
function per the objectives set. The time taken for a one object
to get sorted under both bright and darker condition took 5
seconds. The project could maintain its consistency in sorting
object effectively with minimal errors.
Index Terms - Software Define Radio, Open-Source Software,
RF Network Characterization, S-parameters measurement

Introduction
An industry that needs to manage object sorting or
partitions, confronts requirements in the sense of
isolating diverse sorts of objects in one system,
particularly when the system works under differential
lighting conditions. The sorting machine that is created
will totally modernize the sorting of objects and control
process, and improve the working state of the framework
under differential light conditions.
To sort objects that are transparent, translucent and
opaque, it is important to ensure the object detection
works efficiently (Wahab & Hussain, 2012) proposed the
idea to develop a plastic object sorting machine by using
image processing technique.
Saifudeen et al. (2015) proposed an automatic sorting
machine using colour sensor and PIC microcontroller to
detect the objects. Worker exhaustion on mechanical
production systems can bring about diminished
performance, and cause challenges in keeping up item
quality. Sanjay & Prakash (2015) proposed an object
sorting mechanism that functions based on field
programmable gate array (FPGA). The problem
statement for the task is to develop the sorting
mechanism prototype which can be utilized to decrease
the work load of workers and in addition to lessen the
time spent in examination of the objects, during their
assembling.

The main research problem is to identify the suitable
sensor that can identify object that falls under
transparent, translucent and opaque category. Another
research problem found is that different type of sensors
has different type of sensing capabilities and can work
only under certain light conditions. The final research
problem is the object sorting cannot be done at night, only
during day as different light condition factors involved.
The Arduino based stepper and servo motor sorting
machine would be a machine that is completely
automated and sort object that are transparent,
translucent and opaque under differential light
conditions. This system is different with the regularly
used conveyor based object sorting in industry that
utilizes PLC and pneumatics. This framework can change
the idea of conveyor sorting with PLC and pneumatics,
by supplanting pneumatics with the utilization of motors
and PLC with Arduino which is less expensive.
Other than that, this system concentrates on
guaranteeing that the object sorting should be possible
under differential light conditions, as many
companies/industries runs their operation day and
night. The primary explanation behind this system is to
plot the utilization of a mechanized object sorting system
using sensors, motors and microcontrollers. In this
project, the decision of Arduino programming and the
determination of appropriate sensors are significant,
remembering the final objective is to satisfy the need of
this project outline.
Materials and Methods
The object sorting machine functions within a closed
loop design that uses the sensor’s feedback that is applied
in the system and deliver the required values and outputs
to continue the process. Figure 1 shows the overall
working principle of the project.
The system starts with the initialization of the LCD
screen once the Arduino is powered up, the LCD screen
displays a welcome message, and later, shows up 4 types
of object on the screen, which are; transparent,
translucent, opaque and others. As there is no detection
of objects recorded at this stage, all the values for each
type of object will be displayed as 0.
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funnel that is controlled by the servo motor to rotate to
the desired angle first. If the servo motor rotates earlier,
then the object will fall quicker even before the funnel
reaches the desired angle. There is a delay included in the
servo and IR programming to ensure right type of servo
motor rotation.
After the servo door mechanism opens, the object
now falls into the bin. There are four IR sensors placed at
each of the bin. These IR sensors detects each object that
falls into the bin. As each type of object is detected, the
LCD screen displays the number of object in each bin.
Finally, a stop button is added as a safety feature that
will shut off all motor when pressed. Should any mishap
occur, this will be the primary safety feature in this
system.

Figure 1: Workflow of Sorting Machine
The LDR sensor receives a constant light source from
the laser module. When an object is placed along the
sensor, the objects breaks the light source of the sensor,
hence, there is a change of value happens within the LDR
sensor. These changes in value differs per the type of
object that breaks the barrier of light. These changes of
values are the one that determines the type of object,
whether the value falls under the range of transparent,
translucent, opaque or other type of objects. Once the
object is detected, a desired value is gained based on the
type of object.
The change of value of the LDR sensor, triggers the
stepper motor to rotate. The rotation of this stepper
controls the door opening of the roller mechanism. When
the door opens, there is a gap between the door and the
roller, hence, the object falls directly into the funnel
compartment.
Previously it is mentioned that the LDR value
determines the type of object. These values obtained
influences the stepper motor that is now attached with the
funnel compartment. Based on these value, the motor
rotates by certain steps, to a specified angle. These
angles/steps verified is positioned according to the bins
that are placed below the funnel compartment, hence, this
allows the object to fall directly into the bin category the
objects belong into.
In the funnel compartment, there is an IR sensor
placed to detect the presence of the object. This sensor
controls the servo motor that controls the funnel door
mechanism. When the IR sensor detects the object, the
servo motor rotates and opens the door, allowing the
object to fall into the bin. It is ensured the rotation of the
servo motor doesn’t turn exactly after the IR sensor
detection. This is because, a certain time is needed for the

Results and Discussion
The development of both the hardware and software
are combined to complete the object sorter machine as
shown in Figure 2. For this session, translucent object was
sorted. The object was placed at the roller compartment.
Once the object is detected it falls into the funnel
compartment. Later, funnel door opens, and the object
falls into the desired bin. The sorting process happens
continuously without any disruptions. The object sorting
results are displayed both in LCD display and the GUI
display. For the simulation setup, the Arduino is
integrated with Lab VIEW through LIFA serial protocol.

Figure 2: Hardware build
From the GUI, the gauge indicates the percentage of
light permittivity by the LDR sensor, in this case, the
object detected was translucent which has 8.65% of
permittivity of light. Since the detected object is
translucent, the translucent icon lights up in green as
shown in Figure 3. The blue icon shows the funnel
rotation direction to the specified bin. In this case, the
funnel rotates to translucent object bin, since the detected
object is translucent.
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Figure 3: GUI display
The LDR values for each object differs depending on
the permittivity of light through the object. These values
can be specified into specific ranges to categorize objects
into transparent translucent and opaque. Theoretically
the values received should remain the same for the exact
same object. However, during repetitive LDR sensor
start-ups under the same calibration, these values change
for the same type of objects. If the LDR value of a
transparent object is 50, after the LDR is disconnected and
then connected again, the value may change up to 80. This
is an important discrepancy as changes in value of the
same type object will affect the sorting process.
The discrepancy in this change of value must be sorted
out to ensure the development of the proposed system
can be carried on smoothly. LDR sensor involves, the
input of voltage, calibration of range, Arduino
programming, and light sensibility. The sources of
discrepancy can be from any of this conditions.
LDR sensor requires calibration of range for the lights
permittivity. This could be the major source of error as
wrong calibration might affect the consistency of output
values. Thus, the LDR sensor is calibrated gradually to
see if calibration could solve the error.
False programming could affect the output values or
the display of values, hence this could be a possible
source of error. Few programming is done to get the
output values of the LDR values and compared to one
another to see how programming effects the LDR
readings. The surrounding condition can play a role for
the source of error as the LDR is a light dependent sensor.
Certain surrounding light conditions may affect the
sensor to behave abnormally due to the light permittivity.
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The LDR sensor is tested under differential lighting
conditions to see if this error occurs under different
environment. LDR sensor is built mostly from composite
materials. This could be a possible source of error as the
initial reading can regularly change due to the nature of
substances in the sensor. A different LDR sensor is tested
to see if the type of sensor used, or adjust obtained value
in the programming gradually to suit the purpose of the
project. Work aims to minimize a lot on the cost and
complexity of the measurement hardware. Furthermore,
the signal post-processing and the display tools are
applied by using scikit-rf open source at no additional
cost. In this section, we describe the proposed
measurement system and its critical components of
measuring S-parameters, which integrates an RF
component, some cables and the DUT. The selected DUT
is one port passive LTE dipole antenna. The topology
structure described in this paper is aimed for S11 only to
cover the scope of study.
4.

Conclusions
The object sorter that can sort transparent, translucent
and opaque object under differential lighting condition
has been successfully constructed and built per the
purpose of the project. The project can only be recognized
as successful based on the project objectives that has been
accomplished. Only after that the intent of project can be
conquered.
The system had been able to differentiate different
type of materials and identify whether the objects fall into
transparent, translucent and opaque category. This was
achieved by the usage of LDR sensor to detect and
identify the values each object delivers. These values
gained enable the objects to be determined under which
category the object falls, as the values differ as per the
type of objects.
The system was able to operate under bright, medium
and darker surrounding conditions without affecting the
sorting process or functionality of the project. This was
achieved by the implementation of the laser module with
the LDR sensor, ensuring the LDR sensor receives a
continuous stream of stable light source that overtakes
the surrounding light condition.
Moving on, the system was able to sort the detected
objects as per its type in their respective bins. This feature
is achieved through the integration between the LDR
output values and stepper motor. The different range of
values is set to change the motor positioning at different
angles, ensuring the object falls at the desired angles at
their respective bins.
The objects that fall under each bin should be counted
and displayed in an orderly manner. This feature is
achieved through the usage of IR sensor and LCD
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display. The Arduino programming is done for each IR
sensors to detect and count the number of objects, and the
result is displayed in a 20X4 LCD screen display in the
prototype.
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